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A carefully constructed tapestry dedicated to meditation and relaxation and all that is associated with

inner peace and calm. It is in essence a beautifully hypnotic audio journey to eliminate stress and tension,

whatever the situation. 8 MP3 Songs NEW AGE: Meditation, NEW AGE: New Age Details: Sensory

Perception . . . composed and mastered in July 2004 by denebulae, one of the leading edge New Age

artists in Holland and Europe; the CD was released in October 2004 and is now available through NMI in

North America. It is the second in the Natural Balance concept series and is a carefully constructed

tapestry of eight tracks dedicated to meditation and relaxation and all that is associated with inner peace

and calm. It is in essence a beautifully hypnotic audio journey to eliminate stress and tension, whatever

the situation. Eight tracks (Healing Resonance, Infinite Flow, Zo Zen, Baka Dharma, Orka Zone, Celestial

Wind, Ankh Oor, Sensory Perception) of 55 minutes duration that features the following: enchanting

electronic dreamscape, Celtic harp with flutes and seascape, ambient sitar drone over meditation

electronics, Taoist ethereal chant, talking with whales , ethereal solar wind electronics, Tibetan bells and

hypnotic piano, organesque dreamscape finale... all extremely relaxing and guaranteed to captivate the

listener - this music is a masterpiece in its makeup. Selected extracts can be heard by also visiting our

world website at denebulae.com Please also consider other NMI releases available through our website

in Europe and CD baby: Natural Balance: the original concept album centred on awareness and growth;

Zen Moon: chi grounding and connection. Sukhavati, our new spirituality album released in Spring 2005.

We welcome both retail and wholesale inquiries for any or all 4 CDs and offer an unlimited satisfaction

guarantee.
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